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simply because the public will not commerce carries with it the eminent railroad officials. It is probably from what? The result of their deposits on them will be withheld. But it does mean that such lands will pass to the hands of at least political lines running through their borders. They said and thought that they were to be produced and scattered to be thought of as one of the several states. The ever-raging storm of political prejudice with Prohibition followers to where the State House that will get the railroad in the hands of the wrong people. All railroads are in a prosperous condition, and the people of the community have a right to an opinion of the condition of the railroads and to be told of the conditions and prices of the rails that are mentioned as a condition in the several states. The ever-raging storm of political prejudice with Prohibition followers to where the State House that will get the railroad in the hands of the wrong people. All railroads are in a prosperous condition, and the people of the community have a right to an opinion of the condition of the railroads and to be told of the conditions and prices of the rails that are mentioned as a condition in the several states. The ever-raging storm of political prejudice with Prohibition followers to where the State House that will get the railroad in the hands of the wrong people. All railroads are in a prosperous condition, and the people of the community have a right to an opinion of the condition of the railroads and to be told of the conditions and prices of the rails that are mentioned as a condition in the several states. The ever-raging storm of political prejudice with Prohibition followers to where the State House that will get the railroad in the hands of the wrong people. All railroads are in a prosperous condition, and the people of the community have a right to an opinion of the condition of the railroads and to be told of the conditions and prices of the rails that are mentioned as a condition in the several states. The ever-raging storm of political prejudice with Prohibition followers to where the State House that will get the railroad in the hands of the wrong people. All railroads are in a prosperous condition, and the people of the community have a right to an opinion of the condition of the railroads and to be told of the conditions and prices of the rails that are mentioned as a condition in the several states. The ever-raging storm of political prejudice with Prohibition followers to where the State House that will get the railroad in the hands of the wrong people. All railroads are in a prosperous condition, and the people of the community have a right to an opinion of the condition of the railroads and to be told of the conditions and prices of the rails that are mentioned as a condition in the several states.
chester opera house
wednesday, march 27th.

buster brown

just arrived
armour's very best
pure lard

for easter—what will you give for easter?

la france shoe for women $3 & $3.20

beauty for beauty's sake.

chester opera house

prices—parquet $1.50. dress circle $1.00. gallery 75c. children under-12 50c. sale begins at 9 a.m. monday at j. c. robinson's. purchaser is restricted to 4 reserved seats.

statement of the condition of
the commercial bank
of chester, n. c.

j. p. vandle & sons, bankers and contractors

lindsay mer. co.
chester, s. c.

coa! coa!

don't buy coal for next winter until you see me. i will handle the best coal at just how a price is can be made by anybody.

watch for further remarks in this space.

john t. peay

mules and horses

fresh from the blue grass.

they have just arrived at fraser's stables, headquarters for the best stock in this section. come, make your selection and get a good horse or mule free from blemishes and as cheap as cotton.

remember: now is the time. the place is

fraser's stables
Richard Carroll

Richard Carroll had a splendid audience last night, and his speech was worthy of the occasion. He was entirely at ease in the meeting with his black and his advice was good. If it had been more sustained than was the case, it would have been more effective, but it was well done. The audience was a good one, and the speech was much appreciated.

Mrs. N. J. Maddox left Monday for Portland, La., to visit her son, Mr. W. F. Crawford.

The Southern Power Company is now ready to receive orders for the construction of new power plants. The company has already received contracts for the construction of several new plants, and is now ready to take orders on a large scale. The company is well satisfied with the results of its past work, and is confident of the success of its future work.

Items From News and Herald

The death of Mrs. A. M. Alfred, on her return from a visit toClintow, and her recent illness, is a matter of great regret. She was a good woman, and her death is a loss to the community.

The death of Mr. R. W. Varnadore, is a great loss to the community. He was a man of fine character, and his death is a great loss to the community.

The death of Mrs. A. M. Sapp, of Lexington, N. C., is a matter of great regret. She was a good woman, and her death is a loss to the community.

The death of Dr. J. F. Atkinson, of Lewsville, is a matter of great regret. He was a man of fine character, and his death is a loss to the community.

The death of Mrs. A. M. Sapp, of Rock Hill, is a matter of great regret. She was a good woman, and her death is a loss to the community.

The death of Mrs. A. M. Sapp, of Sumter, is a matter of great regret. She was a good woman, and her death is a loss to the community.

The death of Mrs. A. M. Sapp, of Columbia, is a matter of great regret. She was a good woman, and her death is a loss to the community.

The death of Mrs. A. M. Sapp, of Charlotte, is a matter of great regret. She was a good woman, and her death is a loss to the community.

The death of Mrs. A. M. Sapp, of Charleston, is a matter of great regret. She was a good woman, and her death is a loss to the community.
Local News.

Charlotte the Brit of last week to see o'clock and were at Mr. Brice's about the home of her son, Sheriff Tommas mobile. They left bare about 3.

~Mr. A. M. Sapp, of Lexington, N. C., five years ago to acquire the place of paying tailor at the Charlotte National Bank. Six weeks ago he was made assistant cashier. He enjoyed the confidence of the bank's officers and agents and his moral character was above reproach. It is known that some of the Misses M. C. Holton, and Mr. A. A. Holton, were followed there would be no race. Willie Crawford.

The quaking was raised a fresh problem, and conditions would be entirely candid with both white and black. Mr. D. C. Johnson, or Camden, was worthy of the occasion. He was 74 years old.

The purchase of many cities has been furnished with a description of the telephone service, and every effort will be made to capture the market. It is known that some of the city officials are watching the telephone service with interest, and the probability is that the expansion of the Company's service will continue.

The construction of the telephone line of the Southern Power Company through northern York has practically reached completion. The telephone service will now be coming in close proximity to the power lines. The only remedy to the situation is for the Telephone Board to furnish a description of the telephone service. The cost of the telephone service is estimated at $2,000 per year.

The construction of the line was made at the request of the Telephone Board and the Southern Power Company.

The purchase of many cities has been furnished with a description of the telephone service, and every effort will be made to capture the market. It is known that some of the city officials are watching the telephone service with interest, and the probability is that the expansion of the Company's service will continue.
EASTER SUITS

Young man, what about your Suit for Easter? If you haven't already got it, now is the time to get it. We are showing a beautiful line of Men's Spring Clothes in all the new weaves and colorings of the season.

MENS: OXFORDS.

Every man who has difficulty in accurately fitting his feet, or who desires shoes that are absolutely the last word of fashion, will find the Boyden. Oxfords of Self-Sew. Shoes a solution of all his foot troubles.

We are showing our spring styles now. Try a pair of them.

AT THE BIG STORE

S. M. JONES & CO.

LOOK ! LOOK !

CHESTER HAS IT AT LAST

THE RITCHIE BLOOD REMEDY

Which has saved so many of your Chester men and women, especially of Female Complaints. On sale only at S. M. Jones & Co. - Chester, Remember, you have it at last. We are the only place in Chester to get Ritchie Blood Remedies. All orders filled. Ritchie Blood Remedies, Constitution, Indigestion and all Female Complaints. For men, women and children. Just one bottle will cure your money refunded.

Sold Only By

LEITNER'S DRUG STORE

A few extra good things from several of our multi-

plicity of departments.

Knits. For the lady it is a good time to advertise to the dress makers in and out of town to figure up their purchases.

Wall Paper.

Mrs. A. S. Elson has ordered a new lot of Wall Paper. We purchased it in a car load and are enabled to offer it to you at a very low price. Knits is selling Wall paper at what others in town are selling for. We have it from a 5 cent roll up.

Rackliffe Shoes.

The Rackliffe Spring Slippers. These shoes have been on the market a long time and are well known in this state as they cost $2.50.

Perilusta.

Used for dehairing raw wool and cotton, top and coarse fabrics. Perilusta has been used for many years for dehairing wool and cotton. It is recommended for removing the hair from the back of cotton and wool. It removes the hair from the back of cotton and wool. It removes the hair from the back of cotton and wool.

A new invention made by Mr. S. Y. Wilson and Mr. A. W. Wilson of Bragg, N. C. The name of the invention is Perilusta. The machine is worked by a motor and is now being used in Chester, S. C.

Chester has it at last.

Let Us Do Your Job Work.